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hypothesis generation in the big data era is an unsolved problem
Astronomers know how to look at the sky in 3 ways:

- Black-Sky Segmentation
- Bespoke Algorithms
- Power Spectra
Astronomers know how to look at the sky in 3 ways:

- **Power Spectra**: is this a bunch of points?
- **Black-Sky Segmentation**: any image
- **Bespoke Algorithms**: is this a filament?
- **Random Field**: is this a Gaussian Random Field?
A tool to deal with complex raw pixel data is a critical missing piece.* beyond zooniverse
Neural Networks are actually pretty simple
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Neural Networks are actually pretty simple
Neural Networks are actually pretty simple
Neural Networks are actually pretty simple
Neural Networks are actually pretty simple
Deep Neural Networks use Many Hidden Layers; hard for many inputs

\# Weights \propto \# neuron^2 \times \# layers
Convolutional Neural Networks are designed for images
CNNs are exploding in their usage in the astronomical literature.
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Galaxy Morphology was the “starting gun” for astro CNNs

Dieleman+2015
CNNs can extract shape information from Weak Lensing maps.

Schmelzle+2017
CNNs are extraordinary for classifying artifacts

Zevin+2016, George+2017
CNNs are extraordinary for classifying artifacts
Transfer learning: many parts of networks are highly portable

Imagenet: $> 10^6$ images, $> 1000$ categories

George+2017
Transfer learning allows for unsupervised learning and discovery.
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unsupervised artifact clustering

George+2017
Transfer learning for image discovery in MAST?

velvet: 10%
binder: 8.2%
jean: 6.4%
stingray: 4.5%
hammerhead: 3.8%
book jacket: 3.1%
handkerchief: 2.1%
prayer rug: 1.5%
tiger shark: 1.4%
...
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Peek, Jones, Hargis, White +2017
Transfer learning can be used to find similar structures in images.
Transfer learning can be used to find similar structures in images.
Transfer learning can be used to find similar structures in images.
Live demo of totally untested software!
What could go wrong!?
• Can transfer learning from terrestrial images inform us about astronomical image similarity?

• Will astronomers ever be willing to look at a plot with unlabeled axes?

• Do science centers and archives have a role to play in the machine learning landscape?

• What is the killer use case for this technology? Is there one?

• How will we know such a system works? Won’t work?
If you are interested in neural nets and astronomy join us at deepskieslab.com
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• hypothesis generation in the big data era is an unsolved problem

• we need new ways to explore images

• convolutional neural nets are being used, with some success, across astronomy

• transfer learning methods provide a way to search for similar images in big data sets

• We are building a prototype of such a system at MAST

• join us at deepskieslab.com